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Wafer-Level Packaging Based on Uniquely Orienting
Self-Assembly (The DUO-SPASS Processes)
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Abstract—A wafer-level packaging strategy for micro device
chips based on uniquely orienting self-assembly is presented with
the following steps: 1) bulk parts are uniquely face-oriented and
spread in a single layer; 2) parts are palletized onto an alignment
template having an array of receptor sites; 3) parts are anchored
one-to-one to the receptor sites; 4) each anchored part is fixed to
a unique in-plane orientation. We demonstrate all of these steps
with two different self-organizing parallel assembly (SPASS) processes: a semidry uniquely orienting process (semi-DUO-SPASS)
and a dry uniquely orienting (DUO-SPASS) process. The semidry
process exploits: 1) an agitated air/water interface to uniquely
face-orient bulk parts having a single hydrophobic face; 2) a
hydrophobic carrier wafer to palletize the parts in an air environment; 3) orbital shaking to drive the parts until they are
anchored to receptor sites; 4) gravity to uniquely align the parts.
Experiments show that 2-mm square silicon parts are correctly
registered on a 4-in alignment template having 164 receptor sites
with a defect rate of 1% after 3 min orbital shaking. The dry
process utilizes: 1) asymmetry in dynamic stability to uniquely
face-orient bulk parts having protruding features on one face; 2)
orbital shaking to drive the parts until they are first anchored to
receptor sites and then fixed in well-defined in-plane orientations
by two-stage shape recognition. In our experiments, 1-mm square
silicon parts are assembled with a defect rate of 2% in 10 min
on each of two 4-in alignment templates having, respectively, 397
and 720 receptor sites.
[1490]
Index Terms—Self-organizing parallel assembly (SPASS)
process, two-stage shape recognition, uniquely orienting self-assembly, wafer-level packaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

ICRO assembly is required in both packaging of micro
device chips and integration of complex hybrid micro
systems. Current micro assembly technologies can be categorized as: micromanipulator based assembly [1]–[7], wafer-towafer devices transfer [8]–[11], fluidic shape-directed self-assembly [12], [13], and capillary-driven self-assembly [14]–[16].
Each of these assembly techniques has its limitations: micromanipulator-based assembly processes are serial and slow, and
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tern transfer is limited to microstructures fabricated on the same
substrate; most types of microchips have rectangular shapes due
to mechanical dicing along straight lines, but neither fluidic
shape-directed self-assembly nor capillary-driven self-assembly
can align them to unique in-plane orientations, which is required, for example, for a microchip with multiple interconnect
pads so that correct electrical connections can be achieved via
flip-chip bonding [17], [18] to a carrier substrate.
Many methods to orient flat parts have been developed
for part feeders of robotic assembly systems. Vibratory bowl
methods [19] pick parts with desired orientations via track filters. Programmable squeezing fields [20] uniquely orient some
types of flat polygonal parts. Neither of these two methods
can uniquely orient parts with rotationally symmetrical shapes.
Usually visual feedback systems are used for flexible part
feeders (“flexible” means that multiple types of parts can
be handled by a single feeder) to present parts with correct
orientations [21]. But all these part feeding methods are serial
processes and not suitable to handle very large numbers of
parts, e.g., for mass packaging of radio frequency identification
(RFID) chips.
Uniquely orienting assembly is the key requirement to
package micro device chips having multiple interconnect
pads. Here we demonstrate two different processes satisfying
this requirement: a semidry process based on gravity driven
self-alignment and a dry process based on two-stage shape
recognition between complementary features on parts and
receptor sites.
II. WAFER-LEVEL PACKAGING STRATEGY
Usually bulk microdevice chips having multiple interconnect
pads on one face (“bonding face”) are stored in a container with
random face orientations. To package these chips at the wafer
level, we propose the following process steps (Fig. 1): 1) bulk
parts are oriented to face the same direction with their bonding
faces and spread in a single layer; 2) parts are palletized onto
an alignment template (AT) with the face orientation preserved;
3) parts are distributed and anchored to receptor sites in a
one-to-one mode; 4) parts are uniquely aligned on the receptor
sites; 5) aligned parts are transferred to a chip carrier template (CCT) via wafer-level flip-chip bonding. This packaging
strategy except step 5, a well-established process in the IC
industry, is demonstrated in each of the following two types
of self-organizing parallel assembly processes (SPASS): the
semidry uniquely orienting process (semi-DUO-SPASS) and
the dry uniquely orienting process (DUO-SPASS).
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Fig. 2. One-to-one registration design rule. (a) Two parts competing for one
receptor site. (b) Top view of the parts and receptor site.

Fig. 3. Microscope images of parts and receptor sites. (a) Top and bottom
views of 2-mm square silicon parts. (b) A 2 2 section of an array of 2-mm
square receptor sites on a 4-in alignment template.

2

is used for faster trapping of the peg, i.e., anchoring of a part.
For one-to-one registration of parts, the trench diameter must
which is determined by
stay below an upper limit
(1)
where
is the diameter of the peg, and is the smallest distance from the peg center to the part edge (Fig. 2). If this condition is satisfied, no more than one peg can be trapped simultaneously in one trench.
B. Fabrication of Parts and AT

Fig. 1. Wafer-level packaging strategy. (a) Randomly oriented bulk parts. (b)
Bulk parts are uniquely face-oriented and spread in a single layer. (c) Parts
palletized onto an AT. (d) Parts are distributed one-to-one to receptor sites. (e)
Parts are aligned to the receptor sites with unique in-plane orientations. (f) Parts
are bonded to a CCT via wafer-level flip-chip bonding.

III. THE SEMIDRY ASSEMBLY PROCESS (SEMI-DUO-SPASS)
This process consisted of two wet steps and two dry steps:
bulk parts having only one hydrophobic face (used as a bonding
face) were uniquely oriented with their hydrophobic faces upward on an agitated water surface, and stayed together in a single
layer; a hydrophobic substrate picked up the floating parts and
transferred them onto an alignment template; orbital shaking
moved the parts randomly across the alignment template until
they were anchored to the receptor sites; anchored parts roughly
self-aligned to the receptor sites on an appropriately tilted alignment template to minimize their potential energies. The accuracy of the coarse alignment was greatly improved by capillary-driven self-alignment when appropriate amount of steam
condensate was introduced onto the parts.
A. Design Rule for Features on Parts and Receptor Sites
The semidry assembly process is based on the peg-in-hole
mechanism: the part has a circular peg (CP) offset from the
center of mass, and the receptor site has a circular trench (CT)
with a greater diameter than the circular peg. The larger trench

1) Parts: Square diced silicon parts (
mm)
were used to demonstrate the semidry assembly process. We
fabricated the parts from a 4-in single side polished (SSP)
silicon wafer with the following steps: (1) spincoat photoresist
AZ4620 on the polished side and lithographically pattern
mm); (2) deep
AZ4620 to cover only circular peg areas (
reactive ion etch (DRIE) the polished side for about 20 min
to form the protruding pegs with 45- m height; (3) spincoat
photoresist AZ1512 on the rough side and lithographically
pattern AZ1512 using double side alignment (ABM IR aligner)
to cover the circular areas directly opposite to the pegs; (4)
sputter deposit a layer of TiW/Au (50/800 Å) on the rough
side; (5) strip all the photoresist together with TiW/Au on it
in acetone, then rinse the wafer in IPA and DI water, and dry
gun. Finally, the silicon wafer was mechanically
it with a
diced into 2-mm square parts [Fig. 3(a)]. The opening in the
gold layer marks the position of the peg on the other side, as
well as the part polarity.
2) Alignment Template: An alignment template with an
array of 168 receptor sites was fabricated from a 4-in oxidized
SSP silicon wafer (thermal oxide thickness is about 3900
) with a DRIE process and a lift-off process. Patterning of
the receptor sites on the polished wafer surface was accomplished with the following steps: (1) spincoat AZ4620 and
lithographically pattern it to expose only the circular trench
mm), then completely remove the exposed oxide
areas (
in a buffered oxide etchant (BOE) with an etching rate of about
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Fig. 4. Schematic view of orbital shaken water surface. (a) Tilted water surface
plane. (b) Cross-section view perpendicular to the tilted water surface.

600 /min; (2) DRIE the wafer for 20 min to form 60 m
deep trenches (this etching rate is greater than that for the pegs
because of the loading effect [22] in the DRIE process), and
then strip AZ4620; (3) spincoat AZ1512 and pattern it to cover
only square receptor site areas and sputter deposit 50/800
TiW/Au; (4) strip AZ1512 and lift off metal in acetone. An
array of receptor sites is shown in Fig. 3(b).
3) Surface Treatment: Surface treatment was applied to
the silicon parts and the alignment template to prepare them
for the assembly process. First, the parts and the template
were soaked in a Nano-strip solution (Rockwood Electronic
Materials, CA) for half an hour, and then rinsed with DI water.
The Nano-strip solution oxidized the silicon surfaces and
removed photoresist residues from the gold surfaces. Second,
the parts and the template were soaked in a 1-mmol alkanethiol
CH (CH ) SH (in ethanol) solution overnight. The gold
surfaces became hydrophobic after adsorbing a self-assembled
monolayer (SAM) from the alkanethiol solution. Then each
silicon part had only one hydrophobic thiolated gold face, and
all the other faces were hydrophilic silicon oxide. The receptor
site area was hydrophilic silicon oxide, and its background was
a hydrophobic thiolated gold surface. Finally, the parts and the
alignment template were dried, respectively, with heating on a
120 C hotplate and blowing N .
C. Uniquely Face-Orienting Bulk Parts
1) Orbital Shaken Water Surface: Water in a stationary glass
beaker has a horizontal plane surface when neglecting the slight
bending near the hydrophilic beaker sidewall. When the beaker
is attached onto a running orbital shaker, the water surface becomes a tilted plane [Fig. 4(a)]. The slope of the tilted plane is
determined by the shaking speed, which can be calculated by
the following approximate physical model.
Considering a finite element at the tilted water surface, it has
three forces [Fig. 4(b)]: gravity (downwards), centrifugal force
(horizontal), and supporting force by the nearby water (normal
to water surface). The vector sum of these forces goes to zero
at a steady state, which indicates that the slope of the water
surface is determined by

(2)

is the shaker arm length, and
where is the shaking speed,
is the gravitational constant.
When neglecting the dragging force from the beaker sidewall,
the orbital shaken water surface is still a plane, because both
the centrifugal force and gravity are uniform across the water
surface, and so is the slope . The water surface plane is always
perpendicular to the vector sum of gravity and centrifugal force.
2) The Face-Orienting Process: Initially bulk parts were
randomly oriented, and we invented the following new agitating process to orient all the parts to face the same direction
with their pegs before palletizing. The 2-mm square silicon
parts can float on a water surface because surface tension is
sufficient to balance their gravitational forces. For a smaller
part with side length and thickness , surface tension
is even more significant compared with the gravitational force
. We put the 2–mm square silicon parts in a beaker
and submerged them with water, and then shook the beaker on
an orbital shaker (Model 513500, Cole-Parmer) to tilt the water
so that some parts were exposed to
surface above a speed of
air. According to (2) and Fig. 4(b), we can calculate this critical
shaking speed
(3)
is the radius of the beaker
where is the still water level and
,
bottom. In our experiment, these parameters were:
, and
mm. The theoretical and experimental
were, respectively, 268 and 310 rpm, and the difvalues of
ference came from the assumption of neglecting friction from
the beaker sidewall for the above approximate physical model.
Water surface tension dragged and floated the exposed parts.
After 1 min shaking, most of the submerged parts floated, and
all floating parts had their hydrophobic thiolated gold faces upwards (the only stable state on an agitated water surface) and
stayed together in a single layer to minimize potential and interfacial energies.
D. Palletizing Floating Parts
1) Carrier Wafer: A carrier wafer (CW) was used to pick
up the floating parts and palletize them onto an alignment
template. The carrier wafer was a 3-in pyrex wafer coated with
hydrophobic fluorocarbon polymer PFC802 (Cytonix Corp.,
MD) on one side. When the carrier wafer was inserted into
the water vertically, the water surface bent downwards near
the hydrophobic PFC802 surface and bent upwards near the
hydrophilic pyrex surface (Fig. 5). The contact angle of water
. The intersection angle
on a PFC802 surface is
[Fig. 6(a)] between the carrier wafer and the water surface
so that the water
should be greater than
surface bends downward near the PFC802 surface, and the
water valley near the PFC802 surface attracts nearby floating
parts by minimizing their potential energies. If is less than
, then the water surface bends upward near the PFC802
surface and the carrier wafer repels nearby floating parts.
2) The Palletizing Process: When the carrier wafer continu, the parts adhered
ously entered the water vertically
to the carrier wafer firmly [Fig. 6(a)] due to significant capillary
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Fig. 5. Water surface bending near CW surfaces. (a) Schematic view of a carrier wafer inserted vertically in water. (b) Side view of water surface bending near
both sides of the carrier wafer. (c) Front view of water surface bending near carrier wafer surfaces, and a floating part trapped in the water valley close to the
hydrophobic PFC802 surface (the variations in the top surface color of the part is due to lighting effects, in reality, the top surface is uniformly covered with gold
except a small mark hole).

Fig. 6. The palletizing process. (a) A carrier wafer inserted into water, and floating parts adhere to the hydrophobic PFC802 surface firmly. (b) Carrier wafer
brought approximately parallel to an alignment template to release the adhering parts when water evaporates.

Fig. 7. Mechanism of parts adhering to the hydrophobic surface. (a) Schematic
view of a carrier wafer inserted vertically into water to pick up floating parts.
(b) Microscope image of trapped air bubbles underneath the parts adhering to
the carrier wafer in water.

forces caused by trapped air bubbles underneath them (Fig. 7).
After all the floating parts stuck to the carrier wafer, it was withdrawn completely from water, and more than 98% of the parts
kept sticking to it due to capillarity of the residual water on the
hydrophilic part surfaces. Finally, the carrier wafer was brought
approximately parallel to the alignment template [Fig. 6(b)] on
a 120 C hotplate, and the parts were released to touch the template with their pegs when water evaporated. The carrier wafer
was brought very close to the alignment template to preserve the
face orientations of all the parts during the releasing.
3) Trapping Parts: We utilized orbital shaking to move the
parts across the surface of the alignment template. This template was attached to an orbital shaker platform, and a Petri dish
which was flipped over the template defined the moving range
for all the parts. Orbital shaking can produce centrifugal forces

which are evenly distributed across the shaker platform. The
centrifugal forces are proportional to the square of the shaking
speed and should be large enough to overcome sliding friction
for the parts to move around. The 2-mm square silicon parts
started to move at a shaking speed of about 150 rpm, which inof the
dicated that the sliding friction coefficient
alignment template was about 0.3. According to [23], a thiolated gold surface has a friction coefficient of about 0.04–0.12,
which was measured by Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) tips.
The friction coefficient in our experiment was greater because of
several factors such as moisture or other contaminants adsorbed
from the environment at the interface between the parts and the
alignment template.
The moving parts were anchored by the trenches of the receptor sites. The four corner receptor sites are blocked by the
Petri dish, and the remaining 164 receptor sites are open to receive parts. We performed four trapping experiments without
and with 10%, 20%, 30% redundant parts (Fig. 8). During the
first 10 s, the shaking speed was 200 rpm, and the trapping yield
(number of occupied receptor sites/164) reached about 80% for
all four cases. A slow shaking speed for the first 10 s can avoid
parts flipping due to violent collisions among the crowded parts.
After that, the shaking speed was raised to 250 rpm. With most
of the parts anchored to the uniformly distributed receptor sites,
a higher shaking speed can cause the remaining free parts to
move faster to get trapped, and no part flipping was observed
for all the four cases. After 3 min shaking, 95% to 99% of the
receptor sites were occupied, with higher part redundancies producing higher yields.
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Fig. 8. Trapping results of 2-mm square silicon parts on a 164-receptor-site
alignment template without and with 10–30% redundancy of parts.
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Fig. 10. The assembly result: 164 2-mm square silicon parts correctly
assembled on a 4-in alignment template (the four corner receptor sites were
blocked by the covering Petri dish during the trapping experiment).

2) Fine Alignment: Capillary-driven self-alignment can
produce very high accuracy [15], so we introduced capillary forces to minimize the misalignment of the previous
gravity-driven assembly. The alignment template with anchored parts was placed in a steam environment, i.e., a chamber
having a beaker of boiling water heated by a hotplate, where
water formed droplet-wise condensation on hydrophobic
surfaces and film-wise condensation on hydrophilic surfaces
[Fig. 9(c)–(d)]. The hydrophilic sidewall of the parts was
continuously covered with water. The water on the sidewalls
entered the capillary gaps between the parts and the hydrophilic
receptor sites, and then lubricated the parts so that they could
self-align to the receptor sites to minimize total interfacial
energies. Finally, water was evaporated when the alignment
template was placed on a hotplate. The final assembled array of
parts is shown in Fig. 10. We observed that the misalignments
from the previous rough alignment were greatly reduced:
maximum rotational and translational misalignments became
3 and 50 m, respectively.
Fig. 9. Unique aligning of 2-mm square silicon parts. (a) Parts roughly aligned
by gravity on a tilted alignment template. (b) Parts roughly aligned to the
receptor sites on an appropriately tilted alignment template. (c) Misalignment
corrected by capillary-driven self-alignment when water steam is introduced to
condensate on the alignment template and parts surface. (d) Zoom view of a
part with water condensate.

E. Uniquely Aligning Parts
1) Rough Alignment: We first roughly aligned the anchored
parts toward a unique in-plane orientation using gravity as the
driving force. On a tilted alignment template, the free parts slid
away, and the anchored parts tended to rotate about their pegs
until the minimum potential energy was achieved, when their
centers of mass arrived at the lowest height [Fig. 9(a)-(b)]. Friction blocking the rotation of the parts was relieved with gentle
knocking on the edge of the alignment template. This alignment
was rough because of three factors: (1) the tilt orientation of the
alignment template was roughly controlled; (2) friction from the
alignment template prevented exact alignment; (3) the layout
design for the parts and the receptor sites defined the exact alignment when the pegs were concentric with the trenches. The maximum translational misalignment was the difference between
the radii of the circular peg and the circular trench, which was
0.25 mm. The maximum rotational misalignment we observed
was about 18 .

IV. THE DRY ASSEMBLY PROCESS (DUO-SPASS)
Virtually all current assembly techniques having parallel
assembly capabilities are performed in aqueous environments, e.g., fluidic shape-directed self-assembly [24], [25]
and capillary-driven self-assembly [14]–[16]. In an aqueous
environment, liquid flow introduces parts to receptor sites
and removes unassembled parts from the assembly template.
But for microchips with exposed movable microstructures, a
completely dry assembly process is a better choice because
these microstructures are easily stuck by surface tension of
liquid residue from a wet assembly process. A completely dry
assembly process is also required for microchips with materials
sensitive to aqueous environments.
A. Design Rules for Alignment Features
The dry assembly process is based on two-stage shape recognition between complementary features on parts and receptor
sites, and is schematically shown in Fig. 11. The first shape
recognition takes places between a CP on the part and a CT on
the receptor site, and the second shape recognition is accomplished between a cross peg (XP) on the part and a cross trench
(XT) on the receptor site. The following design rules should be
observed for appropriate two-stage shape recognition: (1) The
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Fig. 12. A Schematic top view of the exact alignment between a part and a
between the XP and XT determines maximum
receptor site: the clearance
alignment error.

1

peg to enter the cross trench easily and is independent of the part
size, while can be as large as possible to obtain a minimum
rotational misalignment.
Fig. 11. Schematic overview of the DUO-SPASS process to parallel assemble
square micro parts. (a) Top and bottom views of a silicon part (the bottom face
has a CP and a XP, and the circular peg has twice the height of the cross peg; the
top face is coated with gold, and the opening in the gold layer marks the position
of the circular peg). (b) Trenches of a receptor site on the alignment template
(AT). (c) Bulk parts face-oriented on an orbital shaken FOS and then sandwiched
by adding an alignment template. (d) Parts palletized to the alignment template
with their peg sides facing downward. (e) Parts one-to-one anchored to receptor
sites by orbital shaking: the circular pegs fall into the circular trenches (first
shape recognition). (f) Parts rotated by orbital shaking introduced torques until
their cross pegs fall into the cross trenches (second shape recognition).

circular peg is offset from the center of mass and two times as
high as the cross peg. (2) The circular trench has a greater diameter than the cross peg for fast anchoring of parts, but the circular
trench diameter has an upper limit, which prevents two circular
pegs of two neighboring parts or one cross peg from entering one
circular trench, i.e., one circular trench is assigned exclusively
to one circular peg to guarantee one-to-one registration and correct alignment. This is analogous to the condition in Section III,
(1). (3) The cross trench has a greater width than the cross peg
beam to anchor the cross peg quickly, but a smaller width than
the diameter of the circular peg to exclude the circular peg. (4)
The space between receptor sites is large enough for two neighboring parts to rotate without blocking each other and unassembled parts to slide through it. From the exact alignment layout
(Fig. 12), we can determine the maximum misalignments: the
maximum translational misalignment is equal to the clearance
between the cross trench and cross peg, and the maximum rota, where is the length of
tional misalignment is
the longer cross peg beam. Clearance is chosen for the cross

B. Fabrication of Parts and the Alignment Template
1) Parts: Diced silicon parts with dimension 1 mm 1
mm 0.5 mm were used to demonstrate the dry assembly
process. The dimension of the longer cross peg beam is 1
mm 50 m 35 m, and the diameter and height of the
circular peg are 200 and 65 m, respectively. We fabricated the
circular pegs and cross pegs with different heights on a
mm silicon substrate by using two subsequent DRIE processes
(Fig. 13): a layer of 3900 thermal oxide was grown on the
silicon substrate and patterned by etching to be left only on
the cross peg areas, then photoresist AZ4620 was spincoated
and patterned to be a DRIE mask protecting only the circular
peg areas, and the patterned oxide acted as a DRIE mask with
a very slow etching rate (approximately 1% of silicon etching
rate) during the first DRIE and was completely removed by an
oxide etchant before the second DRIE, therefore, the heights
of the cross pegs and circular pegs were, respectively, determined by the first DRIE and both DRIEs. After the pegs were
fabricated on the silicon substrate, we deposited a layer of
TiW/Au (50/800 ) on the backside of the silicon substrate
and patterned it via double-sided lithography to form marks
indicating the positions of the circular pegs.
2) Alignment Template: The recessed features for the receptor site have complementary shapes with larger dimensions
for easier shape-matching: a cross trench is 40 m greater
in width than the cross peg, and the diameter of the circular
trench is 300 m greater than that of the circular peg, and both
the cross trench and circular trench are 70 m in depth. The
receptor site trenches were fabricated by a single DRIE process.
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Fig. 13. Fabrication steps for the aligning features on a part with double DRIE
processes. (a) AZ1512 spincoated and patterned on an oxidized silicon wafer. (b)
Exposed oxide etched by BOE. (c) AZ1512 stripped. (d) AZ4620 spincoated and
patterned. (e) Exposed silicon etched by DRIE. (f) Remaining oxide etched by
BOE. (g) AZ4620 stripped and AZ1512 spincoated and patterned on backside
of wafer. (h) Au deposited on backside. (i) AZ1512 stripped and Au on top of it
lifted off.

We fabricated two
mm alignment templates, respectively,
having a polar/orthogonal array of 397/720 receptor sites. For
simplicity, we describe the complete assembly process only for
the polar 397-receptor-site alignment template.
To reduce sliding friction of the silicon alignment template,
we deposited a layer of TiW/Au (50/800Å) and soaked the
alignment template in a 1-mmol alkanethiol CH (CH ) SH
(in ethanol) solution overnight for the Au surface to adsorb a
SAM. The thiolated gold surface has a lower friction coefficient
than that of a silicon surface, so that less agitation is required
to move parts on the alignment template.
C. Uniquely Face-Orienting Bulk Parts
On an orbitally shaken substrate, the silicon part can not rest
on its face with alignment pegs in a stable way, because the part
is tilted by its cross peg and easily flipped by the centrifugal
force introduced by orbital shaking. Initially bulk silicon parts
were stored in a container with random face orientations. We
used orbital shaking to orient all the parts to face the same direction with their pegs on a substrate.
A face-orienting substrate (FOS) has an array of trenches,
which confine parts locally. We fabricated this substrate out of
mm silicon substrate with TAMH etching:
an oxidized
oxide was first patterned to produce the silicon etching mask,
and 4 h etching at 90 C resulted in 240- m deep trenches.
Bulk silicon parts were uniquely face-oriented on a FOS by
orbital shaking. 600 parts (about 50% redundant parts aiming
for a high assembly yield) were poured with an approximately
uniform distribution onto a FOS attached to the platform of an
orbital shaker. Then the shaker ran at 200 rpm for about 1 min
and its centrifugal force flipped over all but four tilted parts onto
their flat faces, while all the other parts stayed resting on their

Fig. 14. Optical photographs of templates and assembly results. (a) After 1
min of orbital shaking, only four silicon parts stay tilted by their pegs on the
100-mm FOS. (b) A partial view of an alignment template with a polar array
of receptor sites. (c) 388 silicon parts assembled on the 100 mm alignment
template with a polar array of 397 receptor sites. (d) Zoom-in view of the center
of the alignment template. (e) 710 silicon parts assembled on the 100 mm
alignment template with an orthogonal array of 720 receptor sites. (f) Zoom-in
view of a 4 3 section of the array of receptor sites.

2

flat faces [Fig. 14(a)]. All the remaining four tilted parts had
been kept immobile by surrounding parts. In order to face-orient
bulk parts and keep them locally confined, the orbital shaker
needs to be run within a narrow speed range of about 50 rpm:
a speed higher than 230 rpm can cause parts moving across the
FOS and parts tend to be crowded into a few substrate trenches,
and a speed lower than 180 rpm cannot flip the tilted parts1.
The upper speed limit is determined by the trench depth. The
lower speed limit depends on the part tilt angle or the ratio between the peg height and the part side length. The parts’ “preference” not to rest on their peg sides is due to the higher centers
of gravity in this position and the higher friction at the off-center
peg tips, which in combination cause larger torques during orbital shaking.
D. Palletizing Parts
We placed the alignment template [Fig. 14(b)] with its receptor sites facing the FOS to sandwich the parts, and turned
them over. Thereby, the patterned ridges on the substrate kept
the parts in place. Then we removed the substrate, and 99% of
the parts were transferred to the alignment template except very
few parts sticking to the FOS due to adhesive forces.

>

1This bound is lower than that in Section III-E ( 250 rpm) because here parts
are smaller (1 mm) with taller pegs, and, thus, are less stable to rest on their pegs.
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E. The Assembly Process
We utilized a mechanism based on two-stage shape recognition to assemble the palletized parts. The alignment template
surface coated with thiolated Au has less sliding friction than
a silicon surface, and to reduce friction effects even further, we
attached the alignment template to an ultrasonic stage mounted
on an orbital shaker. To move the parts around without flipping
over, the orbital shaker was run in a speed range whose limits
were given as follows: the lower speed limit introduced a centrifugal force just enough to overcome the friction; the upper
speed limit caused the tilted parts to flip over. We ran the orbital shaker at 110 rpm2. The moving parts were first anchored
to the receptor sites when their circular pegs fell into the circular trenches, and came to rest horizontally on their cross pegs.
Because the circular pegs were offset from the center of mass,
the centrifugal force from orbital shaking exerted torques on the
anchored parts to drive them to rotate about their circular pegs
until their cross pegs fell into the cross trenches; at this point the
parts were fixed to the uniquely defined orientations. After 10
min agitation, 388 receptor sites were correctly registered with
parts, which indicated a yield of 97.7% [Fig. 14(c)-(d)]. We removed the unassembled parts from the alignment template by
tilting the ultrasonic stage so that gravity drove them to slide
away.
mm
We also assembled the same silicon parts on a
alignment template with 720 receptor sites according to the
above process steps. 50% redundant parts were used. 710 parts
were correctly assembled within 10 min, i.e., the assembly
yield reached 98.6% [Fig. 14(e)–(f)].
The maximum alignment errors are determined by the design of the complementary features on the parts and the receptor
sites. The maximum translational misalignment is equal to the
clearance between the cross peg and the cross trench, which
is 20 m in our design. The maximum rotational misalignment
is about 2 .
F. Assembly Defects
During the assembly process, we noticed two major types of
defects: 1) occasionally unassembled parts adhered to the assembled parts; 2) parts resting on their flat faces were immobile
during the agitation, which blocked other moving parts. The part
sticking was mainly caused by contamination from the previous
process steps. Because the face-orienting process did not have
perfect 100% yield, some parts rested on their flat faces after palletizing. We manually removed these parts to avoid the second
type of defects. In addition, we kept the vibration intensity of
the ultrasonic stage low enough to prevent parts from flipping
over.

Fig. 15. Fabrication steps for the aligning features on a part with double layers
of SU8. (a) LPCVD nitride deposited on the silicon wafer. (b) Au deposited
on backside of wafer. (c) AZ1512 is photolithographically patterned on Au to
expose peg marker areas and Au etched in an Au etchant. (d) A layer of SU8
spincoated on the front side. (e) SU8 exposed to UV light with a mask protecting
the areas other than cross-alignment pegs. (f) Second layer of SU8 spincoated.
(g) SU8 in the circular peg areas exposed to UV light. (h) SU8 developed.

a wafer-level flip-chip bonding technique to package functional
microchips onto a CCT. The flip-chip bonding can be achieved
via solder bumps deposited on a chip carrier template [Fig. 1(f)]
or a layer of anisotropic conductive film [26], as currently done
in well-established industrial IC packaging processes.
VI. APPLICATION TO NON-SILICON PARTS
Both the semi-DUO-SPASS and DUO-SPASS assembly processes can be also applicable to parts made of nonsilicon materials, when combined with additive fabrication techniques for
the pegs on the parts. For the semidry process, the single circular peg can be easily fabricated with a single SU8 casting
process. For the dry process, we fabricated two high-aspect-ratio
pegs on each part with different heights out of the photodefinable polymer SU8-2025 (MicroChem Corporation, MA) with
the following major fabrication process steps (Fig. 15): 1) first
layer of SU8 was spincoated and UV light exposed with a mask
having transparent areas for cross pegs; 2) second layer of SU8
was spincoated and UV light exposed with a mask having transparent areas for circular pegs; 3) SU8 was developed, and then
only the circular pegs and cross pegs exposed by UV light were
left on the substrate. An array of SU8 pegs is shown in Fig. 16.
During the assembly of the parts with SU8 pegs (also 50% redundant parts provided) on the previous 397-receptor-site alignment template, we obtained a lower yield (about 80%) within
longer time (half an hour) than the parts with silicon pegs, which
is mainly because SU8 has a greater friction coefficient than silicon.

V. WAFER LEVEL FLIP-CHIP BONDING
In this paper, we focus on a novel approach for palletizing
and assembling of parts using uniquely orienting self-assembly,
so that we used dummy silicon parts without any functional circuit or interconnect pad to demonstrate all the previous process
steps. As for the final step of our packaging strategy, we propose
2This speed is lower than that in Section III.E mainly because here an ultrasonic vibration stage is used to reduce sliding friction.

VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
We have presented a wafer-level packaging strategy for micro
device chips based on uniquely orienting self-assembly, and
demonstrated semidry assembly of 2-mm square silicon parts
and completely dry assembly of 1 mm square silicon parts on
4-in alignment templates. Both assembly processes have yields
close to 100%. Our assembly strategy can also be applied to flat
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Fig. 16.

An optical microscope image of a 2
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2 2 section of an array with SU8-2025 CP and XP on a 3-inch silicon substrate, before dicing into individual parts.

parts of any shape with a larger or smaller scale if the alignment
feature design rules are observed. Adhesive and friction forces,
which are the major causes for potential failures of our assembly
techniques, become more significant compared with gravitational forces for smaller parts. Our assembly method has been
demonstrated with 1- and 2-mm square parts, and we believe
that it can assemble larger device chips with dimension up to
centimeters which are less affected by adhesive forces. In micro
domains, both the adhesive and frictional forces are approximately proportional to contact area. The adhesive forces come
mainly from electrostatic interactions, van der Waals attractive
forces and surface tension from adsorbed moisture on the part
and the substrate [27]. The gold face of the alignment template
can eliminate the electrostatic charges at the bottom faces of
parts, but not the charges at the sidewalls of parts, which can
cause parts sticking to each other. A photoionizer can effectively
neutralize electrostatic charges on any exposed surface by introducing ions into the surrounding atmosphere. Adsorbed moisture can be reduced by heating the alignment template or performing the assembly in a vacuum environment. With good control of environment humidity, electrostatic charges and sliding
friction, we believe that our assembly process can handle parts
of much smaller size.
An accurate model for the friction and stiction forces at the
part edges and peg tips would be valuable for design optimization. A systematic approach would study the balance between
these stiction forces and the orbital shaker-induced torque that
causes part flipping. Parts with minimal peg heights may be desired because of manufacturing constraints.
Peg height is a key factor for proper assembly of parts in
both assembly processes: 1) a minimum height of the circular
m for
peg is required for reliable anchoring of parts:
m higher than the cross
the semi-DUO-SPASS process,
peg for the DUO-SPASS process due to ultrasonic vibration to
relieve sliding friction; 2) minimum orbital shaking speeds to
and ) depend on the
move and flip over parts (denoted as
part/substrate contact area and the ratio between height of the
circular peg and side length of the part, respectively.

In our experiments we continuously monitored the progress
of the assembly, but the goal is to run these processes completely
open-loop. We believe that in an industrial setting, simply following a timed recipe will suffice (see Fig. 8 with the trapping
yield as a function of time). But expecting 100% yield may be
unrealistic for large assemblies, and an automated vision system
with a precision robot could be used to fix the few remaining defects.
Our packaging mechanism itself applies no upper limit on the
alignment template size. All the agitations required in the assembly process are orbital shaking, which introduces centrifugal
forces evenly distributed all across the shaker platform. The orbital shaker platform supported by three rotating arms can be
easily expanded. High-aspect-ratio trench features on the alignment template can be fabricated with many available techniques
such as DRIE (only for silicon templates), molding, and others
[28]–[30]. These trench fabrication techniques limit the alignment template size.
In addition to wafer-level packaging of micro device chips,
our assembly techniques without the final bonding step can also
be used as part feeding and palletizing for robotic assembly systems.
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